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Weather Report
FIGURE THIS ONE OUT:
"WHEN ITS NOT RAINING,
IT'S RAINING."
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Stock Market Report
SHE'S UP, SHE'S DOWN,
SHE'S UP, SHE'S DOWN,
BINGO!
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"Ain't Gonna Be No Spring. Holidays/ —Metz
Scabbard and Bleed ClosesjShop; Money Gone, Says
1

Leader Of Military Usurers-

'Shughes, Others
Feel Bad; Don't
Like Stealing

<?>

INDIGESTION
SWEEPS CORPS

Eleven Big Tin For 1939-'40-

CRIME DON'T PAY,
MILITARISTS FIND
".Usury is bad business," said
Charleston's pride, Colonel Frederick J. Shughes, Big Wig of the
local Scabbard and Bleed chapter
this week; and now the fraternity
won't lend any more money.
"We been lending all year and
charging 25 per cent and swiping
these boys* army checks right
and left. A fellow's conscience is
I
gotta hurt sometimes, you know,"
said Shughes.
Usually reliable informants say
it was a hard decision for the
Scabbard and Bleed boys to reach.
And it was their first this year.
The organization, Clemson's
most honorary club for nutzi boys
(considered second only to Pershing Rifles), was organized a long
.time ago. Interested observers
have stated that "the membership has been getting from bad
to worse," and this year the miliELEVEN CORPORALS from the Day Cadet Co mpany were today named to command the Clemtary men decided to go into busison Brigand for next year. Seated left to right are Bringand Commander Fried Dunlap, Executive
ness.
Bull Wise, and Rudimental Commanders Louie D. Putnam and C. P. Waters. Those standing are
Colonel Shughes, and Captain stooges of lower rank. Reading left to right are Pan Moorer, Barnyard Johnson, Mortie Crook, Tad
Margin Shook, the ringleaders, Bryant, Bo-Rat Corbett, and Sheriff Liars.
,
'
kept the military pawn shop in
room 257, first barracks.
Captain J. D. Barcombe, custodian of Clemson's barracks, says
that when these two move out,
CADET COLONEL. FREDERICK SHUGHES of Charleston, big the room will be fumigated.
room mate, Major J.
wig in the local Scabbard ai«a Bleed, military usury club, may be C. Another
Rook,
is
the silent partner,"
indicted next week, if the senior council meets. Note the Colonel s jCnd he is clean
and pure despite
whiskers. It has been said that the Colonel and his band are guilty bad company," his
friend says.
of one of the three oldest crimes—usury.
When asked for a statement,
Slabber Moufti Sottile, leader
Captain J. B. Crazier and his
Colonel Shughes said, "My feet of the Charleston group at Clembunch of crack pots — pardon,
son, today threw his hat into the
hurt."
crack shots, better known as the
senior class president's election Geology Instructor
Clemson Rifle Team, left Saturday
ring.
for an unextended stay in the wilOccasionally in every man's life there comes the urge to GIBSON GIVES SOME
Calls Something Good
His aim was poor, but after
derness. In an exclusive interview
BACKGROUND
STUFF
Dr.
Fred
Henry
Herbert
Clemlet the ropes down and shoot the moon, and this issue of the
the third shot, the hat landed
before the expedition left,
son, instructor- in the school of just
Crazier
said, "Waal, the boys just
Hoot Gibson, notorious Clemson true.
TIGER is the result of just such a moment in the lives of- the
The mtouthy one, long an under- geology and chemistry, this week wanted some wild game, mama."
gambler and petty politician, this
TIGER staff. Today anything goes and most of it's probably week came out with a statement study of the late Colonel Frede- came out with a statement praisMonday morning- a much being the proposed Florida ship grimed and tattered group of
a lie, so here's to ALL FOOL'S DAY, and a^ny references to lambasting Colonel Frederick rick Shughes, the shyster, boasted canal and the New Deal.
would-be big-game hunters stragand other members of that he could command any numNot that this statemeB^means gled into the outskirts of civilizapersons, places and things living or dead (something stinks) is Shughes
Scabbard and Bleed, Clemson's ber of votes necessary.
anything to anybody, but the fact tion, known to some as Kilsom
nutzi club, for "hornin' in on these
entirely coincidental.
.
■
that the instructor was praising Kollege. When asked for a statehere rackets. They ain't got no
somebody is news — and that's ment for the press, Crazier and
right to do that," said Gibson.
why it's printed.
his eminent assistant, Porge Mc"I been in business m this here
Y Boys Are Pure,
Swillin, said, "We jest din't have
school for going on seven years,
Says Wade and Two Others
The Echo Conies
no luck.
ever since I been a freshman,"
Mr. Pic Brearly said in phyol- ' It was later learned from reAll this talk about the YMC-A . The " football. team will, start said the big King of littl-e Monte
A well decorated church, a
is wrong.
... ing April 1st, go on a strike for Carlo, "and now them boys who painted doll, and a hidden shot ogy class this morning, you boys liable (well, maybe) sources that
So says Don Hutchinson, Bill higher wages and shorter hours. wear stripes and pretty things gun combined with a rip snortin' are all nuts.
the once-great Crazier had missed
A smart boy named Murrah his only shot, and that at a field
Wade and one other cutie named Shad Bryant, star, said, "After all, come out trying to make me poor. preacher's sermo to make the
us guys don't git so much, jist a They ought to know that my pap- wedding of Dr. D. C. Faylor, who sits in the back with a dumb mouse.
Crawford Lawton.
"We don't drink and we don t scholarship and a few extras. They py gave me a pair of dice and Clemson Shakespearean, to Miss boy named Ellerbe Jonson said,
Rumor has it that L. C. Dawn
smoke and we don't even chew got their noive making us to prac- two dollars when I come to Clem- Arthurina'McGillicuddy of Judson "yes sir."
got a shot at a moose (oh yeah)
tobacco. Our only vice is Wm- tice so much for that."
Mills
one
of
the
biggest
social
son and told me to send a check
but instead of hitting the bulls
throp and Converse," says Wade.
The strike would have been home," said he.
succeses of the season.
These Men Are Jitterbugs
eye, he hit the bulls . . ..well, anycalled weeks ago, but the team
Some
fifty
cents
in
change
was
He's right. We're wrong.
"They must be bats; I ain't gonJimmie Gaters, his wife, and way, he shot the bull.
was unable to decide on the type na let my poor old pappy starve." collected at the door.
Major Dumeras and somebody
Cadet C E. Lires, no mean
strike they wanted. A group headShughes and his crowd have,
else's -wife were at the dance in shot himself, brought home the
House Cleaning
ed by some of the plumper gentle- while competing with Gibson, cut
Westminster last week.
only bacon, a sparrow, Lires later
Things in Little Monte Carlo men favored a sit-down strike. percentage rates drastically. They WOODS TO START
They're jeeterbugs. .
admitted that he had, "snuck up"
Shad Bryant favored picketing the charge 25 per cent per month.
aren't so bad anymore.
KNITTING TEAM
to within a foot of the bird before
Battalion Staff Sergeant Major main building. "After all," said
he could hit it.
say
J O W D. N. Rikardson, a little Shad, "where can we sit?"
The athletic company will or They
AND THE 4Y'
Major Hoofer, who held the title
The Clemson English departThe final decision was to sit
ganize a knitting team according
boy 'despite his title, is responsiof military expert of the expediWASHES ITS HANDS
to a statement issued today by ment is on the upand up.
ble for the cleaning. Altho a few down during the State Fair game
what some of the Eng- tion and who nursed the boys over
freshmen with brooms and Gang- next year if their demands were .From the YMCA comes silence. Charles Woods, captain. "We lishThat's
some of the rough spots, said, "I
teachers say.
not fulfilled. It is believed that "When asked today why the think this is a great, useful sport,"
ster Coleman helped too.
j( st caint unnerstan it; they're all
The freshmen swept while the under this pressure Coach Kneely campus association of good boys said Charles.
suQh good shots, too." He went on
Kinnardd
Talks
is
bound
to
shovel
out
more
funds
"Here's
the
way
it's
played:
permitted such goings on, Holtzy,
gangster slept.
to add, "Now when I was at Fort
Frances
Marion
Kinnardd,
full
The
contestants
are/4ach
given
five
from the athletic treasury.
Tillie and Bill Wade said in uniHill, we did . . . ", at which point
Signs of discontent are already son, "we must never condemn our feet -of yarn and two knitting associate professor of Shapespeare, the Tiger reporter unregretfully
showing among the strikers' ranks neighbors, and anyway, we don't needles. The first man to knit a says the great English dramatist left the army man to his (un>as is evidenced by this statement borrow money."
sock from the yarn wins. It's is all "wet."
reveries.
"And if he don't- look out Dr. pleasant
made by Bill Hall: "Suppose the
And-Wade, alone this time, said, great fun, great sport, and think
All in all, the expedition was
Pillford
will
be
treatin'
him
for
coach sends in a second team big- "may those poor unfortunates of all the*' nice socks _ you have
no great success, most of the
the 'flu," he says.
ger than our's? Then what'll we have peace in the hereafter."
when you're through."
hunters bringing in game bags
do?"
as empty as the hats on their
heads. Several good shots were
shot on the nineteenth hole.

Charlestonian
Commands "Many,
Many, Many Votes"

Clemson Rifle Team
On Big Game Hunt To
Wilds of Cemetery Hill

Don't You Believe It ...

Football Boys
To Go On Strike

The Great One Falls
Talking about nutzi boys, Ricky
Rivenbark, playing OD, puuled
a fast one last week, and it's no
joke, either.
Garrick, the fellow who is supposed to run that company on the
first floor of second barracks, followed a skirt to Bowman field at
retreat the other day—and Ricky,
saber et al, was there waiting. So
the Great Garrick who plays poker with the first sergeant and
hands with the freshmen pulled
down some 20 demerits—absent
retreat, wearing cits without authority, disrecpect to a superior
officer, etc.
Willie Says "Yeh"
Joe Sherman, the publicity director here who's just come heir
to a Joe E. Jr., said, "a baby
means trouble at times."
Willie, the janitor, a man of
17 experiences, echoed, "yeh,"
A Story
And there's the one Ben Leonard tells about a Columbia boy
who came strolling in Saturday
morning with a girl at one arm
and an automobile seat under the
other, swearig that -someone had
stolen his car.

Announcement
Made Today At
Mid Day Meal

Wedding Of A
Painted Doll

Pendleton Invaded By Red Army, Falls-

Phew! Hotel Hill.

Ringesters Threaten
Enormous Law Suit

With England's Declaration of
War this afternoon and the United
States' statement of intention to
support the Allies in their efforts
to stop Adolph Hitler in his aggressive campaign to annex the
world for der fadderland, orders
came from Washington to the
commandant's office "that Clemson is to furnish 2,000 officers
'for the standing army by June 1.
Colonel C. W. Weeks, Commandant, put the pressure on Registrar Gus Metz to the effect that
there will be no spring holidays
for Clemson Cadets this year. The
entire period previously set for
leave will be devoted to rigid
training in battlefield tactics and
how to find a log and crawl in
it. Classroom courses instructing
cadets in ways and means of evading the draft will be held from
12:00 to 1:00 each day in case
of rain. This failing, there will
be drill on the hall. Uniform of
the day: guess what!
"Stoo bad," said Colonel Weeks,
"but the recent grave situation
and unexpected turn of affairs
has made the move necessary."
When asked for a statement,
Major Daze Barnett said: "That's
right."
"Don't shoot 'til you see the
whites of their eyes," said Major
Glen Hereford, crapshooting expert of the Clemson Corps.
"If Stonewall Jackson iid it,
I can," was the statement issued
from Major Pork Gammon'e office.
"I don't believe it," quoth Major Bighu Dumas.
"I'm sleepy," volunteered Major .Rusty Walthour.
(Editor's note: TIGER comment on the subject has been
censored).

Kampus Klub Raided
By G-Men
The most famous night club located in this vicinity was broken
up last night by Federal officers.
The club had been located in the
famous old Calhoun Mansion and
was the source of much complaint
from the Sweniors in the Third
Barracks because of the noise
and continual disturbance.
Officers took into custody all
that were found in the club at
the time but retained only "D.
T." Wholesomedorff and Rock
Kalhoon. Both were charged with
operating a speakeasy, the illegal
use or sale of rock gut, and disturbing the pease. Trying to bribe
and officers was added to Wholesomedorff's sentence when he saw
that there was no way to escape
and offered a five spot to one of
the officers to turn him loose.
Chief Edgar Hover -said his
men acted upon a tip from an undisclosed source. Dr. E. W. Cripes
was conspiciously absent at the
time of the raid and it was
thought by some that he might
have turned stool pigeon.
Those taken into custody but
later released were: R. F. Wallflower, J. A. Mean, H. C. Barely,
Tootsie Haunter, C. W. Reeks, G.
D. Hereford, J. K. Chan, R. C.
Corker, J. C. Breen, D. W. Aroundals,
The trial Monday will be Rock
Kalhoon's first appearance in
court. It will not be for Aroundals
however, for it is commond knowledge on the campus that he is a
booze head and his arrest some
years ago on a similar charge
had been expected to repeat itself
for some time.

SezU:
'Maybe I ain't so smart."
—Daniel.

"Hum-ho-hum; now for some
• Members of the Alpha Chi Psi
declared this week that "there golf."
—Weeks.
ain't no justice in them stories
the. Tiger prints about us."
"Good morning."
A lawsuit will follow, and the
-Pollard.
Tiger is in a quandary.
Tiger boys are honest and all
"We won't need tan appropriathe campus lawyers are in the
tion this year."
Alpha Chi Psi.
—Littlejohn.

IMPREGNABLE CITY SUCCUMBS TO ONSLAUGHT OF SECOND ,RED ARMY. WEEKS, DUMAS, HUFFORD,
BARNETT LEAD THIRD CORPS INTO FRAY *
* ?
They say "No."
In this exclusive photo, exclusively excluded from the news bu reaus, we see bloody action that accomplished the Second Army's
coup in the Pendleton Sector. Colonel Charlie Boy Weeks, comman ding, left Clemson immediately after army quiz and lead his green
troops into the square at 5:30 a. m. (E ST ). Dumas, Hufford, and Barnett, trailing in the wake of the commander's march, revealed
an unsuspected talent for tactics and skipped gayly into the square, chanting the famous battle song of the Red Armies, "Hold
Tight." "There's no keeping good men at Clemson on All Fools' D ay," laughingly volunteered Colonel Weeks.

"I think work on the Florida
Poppa Eadon of first barracks ship canal should begin at once."
and Manning phoned his girl
—iCalhoun.
"Yummy" last night and his other
girl "mummy" this morning.
'Ain't Love Grand.'
Both said "no!"
—Taylor.
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Jitterbugs-

Yimmy Munceford's Swingsters-

JITTERBLGGING HAS BEEN APPROVED by such social giants as Teddy Bosellie, Dr. G. W.
David, L. E. Waters and others. Tn the picture above are shown three hot bugs doing their durndist.
Note the fire.

Riding Around With The Reins-

RECENTLY SIGNED FOR THE LOCAL TAPPERS BALL, Yimmy Munceford's swingsters from Westminster stopped their work
for a while to have this picture snapped. Note the bass drmn. The musicians play golf and work in near-by cotton fields, sometimes.
5

Pse A Muggin-

:

Spring Has Sprung-

THIS WOULD BE captioned "on a bicycle built for two" only those folks aren't on a bicycle.
The,picture is of Colonel Benjy Moorer and Madame Helen Muller, his fiancee, and two horses.

The Boxcar Blues-

WHAT PALS! Josephus Guess and Snurd Thomas, crap game
buddies, discarded the gray for the fur this week. "We must always be together," said Snurd yesterday when he came up for air.
Note the bench.

It Spans The Seneca River, Daran't!-

GEORGE REX AND "DIMPLES" Moorer refer to the classics
and .pun a "Romeo and Juliet" as Major J. P. Gammon, night
watchman, illuminates the scene and scratches liis head in consternation, wonder and amazement.

Another Feather In CDA Hat-

THIS is a picture of Hoot Gibson. Don't ask why it's here.
All he's- done during his six
years here is play a little poker
and shoot much dice and a good
deal of crap. But he's not so
bad. Scabbard-and Bleed Shughes is worse and besides this .
cut fits in here and if you don't
like it you know what you can
do.

''Franklin Hates War."

THOSE FELLOWS VP TOP there are members of the BSU
deputation team. They're on the way to Seneca and a song fest. The
one in the middle looks like Parson Goode. We're afraid to say
what the others look like.

Men From Mars-

THE CDA IS RENDERING another service. Not satisfied with
the dancing classes recently announced, Ellerbe Johnson and Canoe
Foot Keet, co-heneemen, this week declared that their organization
will build a swimming pool, beach and all, for Clemson students.
Above is shown architect Gustav Greer's design of the proposed
project which may be located on Bowman field. In making the
new announcement, Johnson said, "we'd rather build a pool than
pay the corporate surplus tax." Note the pretty girls.
'
DON'T SAY A THING about this bridge. It spans the Seneca
river and it stands up under the weight of all the commandant's
staff officers' cars (with occupants), so there. Note the torn board
on the right.
»

Juke For The Jitterbugs-

I See By The Tiger-

is

g
O

1

AND HERE WE HAVE THE ABSENT-MINDED PROF who
got so interested in the April Fool issue of The TIGER that he forgot to meet his Sunday morning classes. Colonel Reeks, QD, looks
over his shoulder to see if there's any development on the international situation.

SERGEAXT MAJOR TAD SHELL, originally Of fhe class of
'26, is shown above adjusting the mess hall's newest^juke organ.
"We gotta jitterbug," says Tad, "it helps the digestion," Note
the food on the table.

SERGEANT ORSON WELLES of the Commandant's Staff with his troupe of radio artists who appear weekly on the "Campus Cowpers" program, re'enacts his " Men From Mars" program as 2,100
orry," tays Sergeant Welles, "it's not true
Clemson cadets take to the highways and bushes. "Don't woi
—mot a word of it. I made it all up myself."
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"P. O. Don't Give Us Mail," Shouts Mob
Boggers Brothers,
Sheriff Are Very
Naughty Boys, Says

O

Bomb-Proof Shelter-

Butt Sheete of the Weeke
BUSTED

OUT OF BUSINESS
THEY MUST GO
A group of prominent campus
folk and students, not satisfied
with the service rendered at Mrs.
Carrie Goodbuddy's postoffice,
this week met to form a stock
company—and open another post
office.
"We won't uee unscrupulus methods to run those people out of
business," said Arthur Williams,
spokeman for the townspeople,
"but our office will be right next
door and we'll fight hard."
The group has rented a portion
of Paul's Hole In The Wall From
Holty's YMCA.
Complaints
The trouble began some time
ago. Colonel Reeks and others
complained that the PO staff "was
not giving us enough mail."
Some day that A. M. Sheriff, a
member of Mrs. Goodbuddy's staff,
and stooges Herman and Chick
Boggers "just like to see us suffer
for mail shortage."
So There!
One man, in an interview the
other day, said, "our fuss ain't
with Mrs. Goodbuddy or Messers
.Jenks, King and Seiber — it's
with them hoaned toads — Sheriff, and the Boggers."
So that's that.

BUSTED FOR

Joe Sherman

BUSTED BY

Trying To Write

John Lane

Benjy Moore

Impersonating an Officer

E. P. Johnston

_ Using CDA Stamps

R W. Rivenbark

Jeanne Coxe

Rislsting An Officer

Ole Folkes

Stood Me Up

Capt. Garick

Helen MiUer

_

Col. Talbert

Crane Gaston (Capt.)
The Corps

In The Way

Mr. Bates

Wrong 'Label

Take Harrison

Overdoing It

Dr. Sakes

Lt. Lucas Lafaye
Winthrop Student Body

Late To Work

_

WH€I»»€ TH6 CL€MSON
STUD6NTS COM6 FROM "*

Little Joe

Capt. Harcombe....Using Weenies From Germany....People At Large
Mr. Holtz.
Major Dumas
DR. E. W, CRIPES AND MRS. CARRIE GOODBUDDY argue
over construction of Clemson's new bomb-proof dugout. "Hit don't
differ; I'll take a Are-See Cola," says Cripes. Note the WPA
workman digging in the foreground.

C.D.A.

Keeping "Y" Cabin Locked ........
Let Niece Go Home

BY POPULAR REQUEST THE TYBER again p
ublishes this handy little vest pocket map. The figure found in each county (and who doesn't find f
igures in each county?) represents the total number of caydets shipped back last week-end. Note w
rong caption.

All Of Us

Un-popular Opinion

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
Complete Uniforms To Clemson Men.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE LENGTH OF

SEE THE NEW CHRYSLER!
EXPERT SERVICE AND REPAIR

SPRING HOLIDAYS?
The Corpse:

Other Camps
FURMAN—And so the feud is
over. Furman is definitely to become a full-fledged seminary.
Gone is the Purple Hurricane and
we are sorry to see it go for 'twas
fun while it lasted. The stoodents
are to have shaved heads throughout the four years and the official
garb will be robes of darkest
grain. Prexy Piler says "The
House of David will be our only
competition." Coach Daisy McClod
says, "Well, I always did like a
ripsnorten game of marbles."
CONVERSE—Nationally famed
for their keen sense of sportsmanship, is to be credjted with a
decisive win over the Tiger Wrestlers. It was a close match throughout. A clean battle of brawn (except that time when the lights
went out and there's no telling
what happened then, but that's
another story).
The outstanding event of
"We lost but it was a swell battle," cried the Tigers.
CITADEL—The nutzi banner
has been riding high over the military pen of Charles Town by-theStench. General Winterballs has
decreed that all stude-ents with an
"E" average may wear a Swastika
on their collar. All leaves and furlows have been suspended until
the Corps has neatly mastered the
art of Heiling and goosestepping.
CAROLINA—Special from the
Carolina LAME DUCK, "This ancient institution has at last been
provided with a much needed student building with real showers
in it! These new showers on the
East end of the campus is their
newest boast-about. The following
schedule has been announced: Men
bathe on Mondays; Co-eds on
Tuesday; Faculty on Wednesdays;
Thursday has been reserved for
pumping day."
Only three participants were
killed and seven injured during
Monday's lacrosse game with
Duke. "This gives ample evidence
that Lacrosse is not the rough
game it's cracked up to be," said
Carl Bessent as he smiled up
bravely from his hospital bed.
"Why, I've heard of battle
where absolutely everybody was
wiped out. Think of Custer's last
stand. Compared to that, this is
sissy stuff."
"Why, only last night seventeen
people were killed in an airplane
in New Joisey. See, compared to
flying, this is nothing at all."
A crew of N. Y. A. laborers is
busy repairing the tremendous
damage done to the football field
by the flying rackets of the two
teams. Jonathin McGillicuddy (Arthurina's brother) said, "Yen, we's
done swep' most of the remains,
and is going to plant a new crop
of grass soon." Jonathin is foreman of the laborers.
Salvadore Sottile was the only
uninjured member of the Clemson team. Sottile said that he escaped because the bench was placed far from the sidelines in the
new barraks quadrangle.
After the end of the series of
gamee between the schools, a mass
funeral will be held at the cemetery.

BALLENGER MOTOR CO.

QUOTE

men

PHONE 230

We Specialize In Serving
Banquets And Good Sunday Dinners.

(CENSORED)

'Miss Edith Schwartz takes us over this week with an account of
the Lacrosse game played Monday afternoon with Duke. Miss Edith,
honorary sports editor of the TIGER, has that knack for writing
sports which even compares with that talent possessed by Miss Arthurina McGillicuddy, who did a few articles for us during the late
lamented football season.
Here's her account:
I though genuises were supposed to sit down with a lot of scratch
paper and scratch first. But if you don't do that with sports articles,
I'll start right off.
The game was the sweetest thing. But it looked kind of silly
to me. All those boys were just running around waving those tennis
rackety looking things. I certainly hope they had a nice time.
Weren't the dances this week-end simply marvy? I think the
jungaleers are better than some real bands I've heard.
Isn't it just too sad that Duk beat us in Lacrosse? We've got
the best team, though. Honestly, that's all I can think about saying.
THE BASEBALL TEAM
Since Miss Edith has run out of things to say, we'll continue.
We were in class the other day, and one of the fellows was talking. "I saw my uncle for the first time in my life the other day," he
said. "He was over eighty and he was a regular cowboy. He had a
pistol, one of these big forty-fives, and everything. Every time he
killed a man, he'd cut a notch in the pistol handle, and now he doesn't
have any handle left at all."
If Lynn Bozard cut a notch in his baseball bat for every homer he
hit, the bat would be pretty much of a mess by this time. Lynn" hit
six homers playing against the Syracuse professionals Tuesday. He
also played a mighty fine game at his post in center field. His throws
home came with great speed and accuracy. Catcher Arnold Gryson
was slammed entirely off of his feet by one tremendous heave by
Bozard.
DON WILLIS
Monk Willis will give a piano recital at the Methodist church
Parish House tomorrow afternoon. Said the Monk, "In my repertoire
I shall include a couple of Berceuses, some Tschaikowskys and a'few
other hot little numbers."
LACROSSE AGAIN
Only three people were murdered in the first Lacrosse game
with Duke, by the way. Carl Bessent, captain and coach, suffered
only a slight concussion of the brain, but will be out of the hospital
in no time at all. "Geez, I'm so happy," said Carl.
Dr. Crouch issued this statement'about the team. "It is my belief
that we should schedule only one game a year. The men on the team
need at least ten months between games to recuperate.
THE ATHLETIC COUNCIL.
It is rumored that the size of paddles used in Block C initiations
will be limited to 9 ounces. It is the general opinion, particuTarly
among initiates, that the paddles are entirely too bulky. Bill Cason
did not favor the change. According to Bill, the Block C'er will have
to expend entirely too much energy to produce the proper effect.
Curtis Pennington was all for the change. Said Penny, "Every
time I smack one of those little boxers, he bounces about three feet
away. If we have a lighter paddle, that trouble will be eliminated."
If initiations last much longer, and paddles stay the same size,
the initiates will be eliminated from any further activity. So the
question to be decided by the council seems to be: Shall we keep the
extra paddle weight or the initiates?
The initiates stated in no uncertain terms that they were all in
favor of the initiates.

SENEGA, S. O.

. UNQUOTE.

HOTEL PALMETTO
DORN MANAGEMENT
SENECA, S. O.

..arn^t
... or any one of the
in the United States about

SIX STEPS TO
MORE SMOKING •
PLEASURE

AGEING—Chesterfield's mild
ripe tobaccos, like fine wines, are
aged for two or more years in bug*
wooden casks. Here they gradually acquire that true Chesterfield
mildness and better tasts which give
millions of smokers more pleasure.

Chesterfield's can V-he-copied
Combination
STEMMING—"Almost human"
is what they say about the Inter*
esting stemming machines, who**
fingers pick up the tobacco, leaf
by leaf and take out the stem,
leaving only the mild, tender,
good-tasting part of the leaf to go
into the making of Chesterfields.

BLENDING—There is only on*
Chesterfield blend ... the blend
that can't be copied ... a happy
combination of the world's best
American and Turkish tobaccos.
Just the right proportions to male*
Chesterfield a milder, better-t*st«
ing cigarette.

VAAAAAAAAAAAAAAM^AAAAA^V^^W/^^V^^VW^^^^Wf

||

We have a large selection of all the requirements for ;

He'll say... Look what it says
on the back of the package...

the well-dressed man.

HEYWARD-MAHON
131 N. MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C |
4
4
*

s

South Carolina's Best

"Chesterfield Cigarettes are a balanced blend
of the finest aromatic Turkish tobacco and the
choicest of several American varieties blended
in the correct proportion to bring out the finer
qualities of each tobacco."
When you try them you will know why
Chesterfields give millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure. ..why THEY SATISFY

Everything in good Hardware — Prompt Service
Reasonable Prices —- A pleasure to serve you.

PAPER—Every Chesterfield you
smoke is wrapped in pure cigarette
paper...the finest cigarette paper
made. That's another reason why
Chesterfields are milder and bet*
ter-tasting.

MAKING—Almost faster than
the eye can follow, Chesterfields
come rolling out of the marvel,
ous cigarette making machines,
Chesterfields are always round, firm
and well-filled.

GUARANTEED

WATCH REPAIRS

CRYSTALS FITTED WHILE
YOU WATT.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP

GREENVILLE, S. C

BOOKS

ANDERSON SERVICE STATION

Greeting Cards — Engraving

PINE TREE BOOK AND
GIFT SHOP

2231 N. Main, Greenville, S. C.

Sinclair Products

-:-

hesterfield

...the blend that can't be copied

...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the

Washing and Greasing

PHONE 149-W

Copyright 1939,
tiocETT & MYERS TOBACCO

world's best cigarette tobaccos
CO.

PACKAGING—Truly amazing
are the packaging machines which
wrap and seal Chesterfields In
their air-tight, moisture-proof
packages. Regardless of wher*
you buy them, Chesterfields reach
you.as fresh as the day they were
made.
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©tg^r Keep Money In The Home TowivCD A

The Executive Staff

OSCAR SATS

that it was some fun to notice
how Charlie Bailee hung around
Scotia "Parasite" DeLoache and
his date, and Oscar believes the
three of them had a good weekend . . . but he is quite sure
that the Parasite was "burning
up" while Bailes was "fiddling
away."
OSCAR SAYS

that Earle Scott may have
thought he was being "cute'' during intermission Friday night, but
Oscar thinks he was showing
something else, and it wasn't his
pretty new suit.
OSCAR SAYS - - that little "student leader" Lucas Lafaye headed the hay-ride
that will go down in history to
the lake Saturday night, and it's
darn lucky that those who went
along wore means of identification
so they could be siphoned back to
school in time for the quiet hour
Sunday.

the year for him to begin getting
ambitious.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

that L. T. Romeo Garick has
a way with women, and if you
don't believe it just ask him. Or
maybe you won't have to ask
him . . . just hang around and
he'll tell you.
OSCAR SAYS - - -

that "Canoe Foot" Keitt and
CDA Prexy Rivenbark put on
some show in front of the fieldhouse Friday night with Big Job
Gates doing the refereeing, and
Oscar thinks they should be more
careful in the future. The "Big
Job" might get hurt.
OSCAR SAYS

that it's a long wait until TAPS
and Oscar wonders if Boscobel
couldn't be opened earlier this
year.
OSCAR SATS - - -

that one of these days the
Board of Health is going to find
that filthy ole towel the Chemistry Profs dry their hands on after
OSCAR SATS - - lectures and there will have to
that "Stepin Fetchit" Shell be a few changes made in the demight be able to sleep through partment.
all his classes unnoticed, but OsOSCAR SATS - - that Benjy Moore, the one who
car firmly believes that he has
slept through his last tea dance would rather see his name in this
with little Johnson of Anderson column than get four cents off on
over at the fieldhouse looking in a package of chewing gum is doing better lately, so nerts to youse
from the outside.
mugs what thinks this is only a
OSCAR SAY!
that among the professors who doit column.
OSCAR SATS - - seem to delight in keeping their
that next time maybe Billy
classes after the second bell rings Coleman won't play his radio so
ars: Holmes, Bradley, Taylor, long up at Lake Isaqueena and
Daniels, Lee, Anderson, Gates. run his battery down, cause it
— Aw, look 'em up in the catalog was a long walk back and it made
yourself.
his date late for her late date,
OSCAR SAYS - • •
etc., and the result was that Oscar
that you guys who complain missed another good story.
OSCAR SAYS
about mail being stolen from your
that he didn't make that trip
box at the P. O. ain't heard nothing yet. Someone stole "Chief's" to Columbia or Clinton 'cause he
Sunday paper from his box in the is sure that the general types
Main Building, took the funny presented can all be found in the
papers out, and put the rest of Physics department right here
(names will be given on request).
the paper back.
OSCAR SAYS

that ye Editor Mazo was in
quite a quandary late Friday afternoon when he suddenly discovered
that he had a date coming up,
no money, no place to put her,
no ride to the dances, and nothing
at all but Schmidt, Lawton, and a
few other broke Associate Editors.
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OSCAR SAYS - - -

that his readers are probably
looking for an "April Fool" at
the end of this column, but his
keyhole Is just as big as ever,
and everyone knows that Graham
doesn't go home just to get the
family gossip.

Shoo-T-Sho
YESTERDAY, "WHO UNTIED
MY HORSE." Tom Mix, Buck
Jones, Hoot Gibson, and Gene
Autrey all mixed up in a wild
and wooley saga of the sage. All
the boys wanted to play in Zaney
Gay's latest horse opera so they
settled the fuss by letting them
shoot it out in a finish that makes
the recent sham battle look like
an easter egg party.
TOMORROW: "ECTASY." Ah,
ha, tomorrow never comes, you
suckers.
THE NEXT DAY : "THE
CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE." We couldn't exactly figure out who the Light Brigade's
charge is, but we figure it must be
one of the "Big Hen's" little eggs.
Any how one of the would-be
soldier stars in this catastrophe
of military campus life. The producers are always careful to put
"no similarity to any characters
living or dead may be inferred,"
but some of the players in this
stinko look mighty like they have
once graced the renowned walk.
SOME DAY: "THE GREAT
WALTZ." Put out by the CDA,
this gigantic opus of terpsichore
reflects the beauty and grace of
the current little apple as only
CDA production can accomplish.
Potski Johnsonski plays the role
of Daschund and Renie Rivetbottom takes the part of the dashound composer's dutiful wife. A
touching drama of the ball room
blue is done up to perfection
through the efforts of this corrupted capricious cast.
DOOMESDAY: "SING YOU
SINNERS." Another musical vehicle with Georgia Sex screaming
her lungs out in an effort to put
across a little glee in a show that
sadly lacks what it takes. The
other principals in this musical
farce are: Sward Matshoes and
Jimmy Jaybird. This, show is definitely of the double feature variety and will probably be run as
the free show.
ANY DAY: THE DEVIL'S PARTY." They saved a real treat for
the holidays in this picturization
of the inside story of campus life,
a collossal cast of thousands were
required to film this crime extravanganza, 2,101 actors, to be
exact. The scene of action is a
grassy hillside in early May. The
twenty-one hundred are passing in
review. The one stands on the top
of the hill and passes out in a
beautiful climax when an unfortunate platoon curves a bit. Well
worth seeing but not recommended for children.

"Where's Frogs?"
Says Frogg Wear
Professor Frogg Wear announced today that he has finally curbed the frog market. He has crossbred the frog with the South
American Armidillo, and thus he
is the only man i nthis and other
countries of the world who knows
the combination whe it comes to
expert carving. At first he decided
to put zippers on all his lab speciments, but Judgy Keeler zipped
up the price of zippers just in
time.
The breeding grounds for this
new variety of laboratory bore
has been established in that puddle that everyone steps in during
parades, and the Prof/essor is
now tryin gto cross the frogs with
the African Jeeper, and thus a
new breed known as "Jeepers
Creepers" would spring into being.
Nuff said.

•$

Brother Rats-

AND IPS MORE
THAN TWO BITS
Culminating a bitter threemonths fight, the Senior Council
last night chalked up a 64-44
vote to defeat a bill to divert
CDA funds.
With other departments of the
college faced with a serious shortage of funds, a movement to divert
CDA funds for the support of the
college has been strongly pushed
by the administration.
Information from usually unreliable sources has it that the
senior council was "bought off."
This rumor was given further
strength by President Sweeney's
statement, "I have my price—and
I stuck to it."
When finally reached for a
statement, Business Manager J. C.
Stanley stated: "I have no quarrel
with the CDA and I shall have
none, but I do not believe that
one department of the school
should spend $25,000,000 a year
THESE EXCLUSIVE SHOTS were made insi de the Infantry Barracks at Citadel-Bv-The Se» while the remainder of the school
during recreation period. At center is shown Gene ral Bummergall being attacked from the rear in » is spending about $10,000,000."
playful coup between snacks of bread and water. "Beware the Ides of March" gasped General Bummer
gall with his last breath.
vanch

Orens, Rhyne
Chemistry Department To Resign
The resignation of Dr. I. P.
Scene of Revolt
Orens came as a complete sur-

Billiams Views His Conquests-

Yesterday the odorous quiet of
the Chemistry Building was shattered by the turmoil of revolution, the culmination of a mass
meeting held the previous evening
behind the laundry. Speaker after speaker harangued the mob,
urging revolt against the infamous
dictatorship of Dr. Ivan Sippinscotch. The speakers aired longstanding grievances: inability to
sleep in class, the necessity for
paying attention,, and violated
shins were but a few. A tar and
feather motion introduced by a
group of hot heads was narrowly
defeated.
The following morning Dr. Sippinscotch intimated that his students were mere morons, low
grade at that. A riot ensued, and
Sippinscotch barely escaped with
his life. When last seen, he was
speeding toward the mountains in
his powerful green roadster. Presumably the evil doctor was bound
for his mountain retreat, so that
he could mull over the situation,
or possibly the mash.

.DOCTOR V. O. (Seagrams) Billiams, leader of Clemson's dirty
shirts has announced that his recent conquest of 6 Mile yielded the
barracks pictured above. The whole woiks are to be used in housing
late dates for Traps Brawl. Note non-reg moustache.

Clemson Orator
Accused of Crime
Doctor Dee Twister Daniels
was this week alleged to have been
coaching his small grandson for
a career in crime. Sunday afternoon the campus doctor was heard
teaching the "kid," as he is known
to intimates, the greatest vice
that has ever polluted the Clemson Campus. For Doctor Daniels
was teaching ■—■ it must be told
he was teaching the "Kid" to
speak.
Although complete details of
the awe-inspiring case could not
be learned, Jt is reported that the
"Kid" stood boldly in front of
the Main Building, and, with
something of the shell of the doctor himself, shouted in tones that
shook the frames of every one
on the campus. "The boy stood
on the burning deck . . . "as Doctor Daniels stood g a y 1 y by,
tapping the cadence with his evil
cane, and glancing around at the
good earth now and then for the
possibility of a cigar butt.
It was reported late today that
the Society for Prevention,' ofi
Cruelty to After-Dinner Guests
has asked Dr. Daniels to answer
a charge of "Misleading American
Youth."
When asked for a statement Dr.
Daniels wiped his mouth on
his sleeve, took a deep breath, and
belched.

Atlantic Grill
The Pride of Main street.
— Soda and Lunch —
— 24 Hour Service —
114 N. Main St., Greenville

The pause that refreshes

Journal Engraving
Company

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C

ROLLS DEVELOPED
Any uu roll kodak film developed,
eight never-fadeVelox prints for only
Low price* ON candid film. Bandy
mailing envelope* furnished.
VALUABLE PREMIUMS OIYKM

(COIN)

^JdcirlijmrCo.
tPAWTANBURg, 9. C

HOOK SLOAN
cause He Helps Me At The Store
Every Now And Then.
We Have Suits That Will Shrink
To Anybody's Size.
Something New ! !
Have you seen our new special
"Late Date" slacks. They are arranged in all sizes to fit the largest HEEL to the smallest SNAKE
and in special colors of green to
blend with any surrounding landscape.

McAlh any's Lady -

Ain't She cute ???

25*

MAIL YOUR FILMS TO

Gorman's

Ritz Shoe Shop

prise to the faculty and students of
Clemson this week, when it was
learned that the Physicist had
been recalled to Germany to- act
as personal counsel for Herr Hitler in his next annexation campaign.
Dr. Orens, new to the faculty
this year, seemed to have been
enjoying his stay in this country,
but inside sources have it that
the old urge to be free and independent finally got him, and he
took his leave. Said the Doctor
as he set sail from the Seneca
River Basin, "Germany is in my
blood—my past months away
from it have been misery—without it I believe I should die. Heel
Hitler!"
Dr. Orens stated later to a foreign correspondent that he shall
probably send for Professor "PeeDoggie" Rhyne as soon as he gets
settled in Berlin. Rhyne has always been a great believer in Naziism, and his help in deciding
future campaigns for Der Snake
ought to be of great consequence.
Says Rhyne "I'm all fer it."

DRINK

All Photo-Engravings for
The Tiger Are Made
In The Plant of

OSCAR SAYS - - SENECA, S. C.
that Bryce had plenty of ground
glass
on
his
hands
last
Friday
that after being exposed all
Day and Night Service!
year long, Curtiss Pennington fin- night and Oscar is watching his
food
just
in
case.
ally weakened and had a date
OSCAR SAYS - - over . . . and a blonde, too.
that he unamimouly elects
OSCAR SATS - - that although he was painfully Louis Cason as the cadet of the Young is now planning just how
sober at the recent brawls he had week in the face of his courage, he'll take Minor "C" Club prexy
to look a second time to see if will power, and general fortitude Vaughn's job away from him.
OSCAR SAYS - - the "Little Napoleon" really was evidenced last Saturday night at
that he would like to take this
introducing Coach Neely to "Jit- the dance.OSCAR SAYS - - opportunity of reminding the
terbug" Bradford.
that Ragsdale has been cam- Corps that although this is an
OSCAR SATS • - •
paigning
for
another
Ring
Dance
April Fool edition no one has him
that Joe Payne is gonna develop a terrible inferiority com- —he can't figure out how the fooled, and this is the same honring
he
is
wearing
is
so
different
est, ethical news desired by the
plex if his little brother shows
other class rings.
public . . . the truth, the whole
him up again like he did this past from the OSCAR
SAYS - - week-end.
that he wonders whether the truth, and nothing but the truth,
OSCAR SAYS
mile" refers to that stretch so help me.
that a Bob Bailey is up to his "laet
OSCAR SAYS - - of
highway
leading from the field
usual tricks again and Oscar
that "High Up" Bookhart is
house
to
the
other
side
of
the
rivthinks it's time someone stepped er. Incidentally Bates will de- still trying to act like one of us
on him.
clare a dividend at the first of ordinary boys, and his attitude is
OSCAR SATS
about the only thing that's standthat since the holidays are only the week.
ing in the way now.
OSCAR SAYS - - an extended week-end Oscar sugOSCAR SAYS - - that "Pic" Brearley had a hard
gests a brigade check-up at Win- time
that he thinks little Virginia v^vsrwirtrtn^^-^H^-wjv^wv^
the Docs at the
throp. Converse, and the "Zoo" State convincing
Training School that Cor- ought to hear about Fonky HarHATS
for prospective dates for TAPS bett was
really a student and he rison week-ending without a date.
Shirts, Ties, Polo Shirts,
Ball.
went so far as to make the bo-rat All credit to Fonk, but Oscar
OSCAR SATS - - Slacks, Etc
just heard the rumor that little
that he thinks Soph. Sloan hit show his tongue as proof.
OSCAR SAYS - - Lunn took that P. C. date in
his peak about the middle of his
that being a personal friend of preference to Jacob. (Notice icicles
sophomore year and from the way
8 So. Main St., Greenville.'
things look now it's even money Tommy Lawton's he WON'T say hanging between the lines).
OSCAR SAYS - - whether he'll last the year out. anything about the beauty Tom
that THE guy at a family rethat he wonders if Fred Hughes had up from Savannah for the
is eligible for the CDA dancing dances 'cause it would be too bad union couldn't feel any worse than
if little Julia of Winthrop found Buck the Beach does in a crowd
classes.
out about this, and Oscar has it of senior shave-tails.
OSCAR SATS - - OSCAR SAYS - - that just so they won't make from reliable sources that all the
that Bob Carter is still mad
the same mistake again Oscar aforementioned Savannah lassie
would like to remind those three needed was a telephone to look with the CDA for placing girls in
rats that Spartanburg Hi School like something by Petty right out Barracks No. 5 this time. Seems
Is co-educational while Wofford of ESQUIRE.
as tho' that ole late date habit
OSCAR SAYS - - isn't, and besides, the high school
led him straight to 3rd Barracks
has dances.
that Converse wasn't as well where he waited 'til daybreak beOSCAR SATS - - represented as usual at the dances it dawned on him.
that he takes this opportunity this past week-end, but they put
OSCAR SAYS - - of reminding you young military on the Vespers program in the
that Ken Burdette snapped up
aspirants that "the season" of- YMCA Sunday afternoon and Emily Johnson's bid for a late
ficially opens after Spring holi- that's something anyway.
date and is still wondering why
days and that everyone has a
OSCAR SAYS - - Tad was so happy about the whole
price.
that Johnny Sutherland looked thing when he heard the arrangeOSCAR SATS • - that Ricky was definitely on mighty fine about four a. m. ments. OSCAR SAYS - - the loose last week-end and Oscar Sunday morning hanging around
that he is happy to release this
recommends that something be the laundry waiting for his (??)
done about it from now on for late date to show up, and unless special announcement: Next week
the sake of the boys who do have Oscar was misinformed the girls pretty little white boxes will be
were placed In New Barracks this put in each of the Barracks (white
All Types of Shoe Repairs
dates.
time.
is such an appropriate color) for
OSCAR SAYS • • OSCAR SAYS - - the sole purpose of catching any
that although Bye Johnstone
that evidently talking the Col- information that youse guys of
was wearing a CDA ribbon he
9 South Main St. — Phone 414
was on the floor during both onel into boots, and asking for a the common herd want to drop
GREENVILLE, S. C.
"C" club no-breaks, and Oscar job on the Agrarian isn't enough, in and have printed in this colwonders if it isn't a little late in and our own T. B. (ambitious) umn.
OSCAR SAYS

Senior Council
Has Its Price

Special ! !
With every pair of Bathing
Trunks bought at the store you
will be given absolutely free one
of new spring "Judge Heller
style" suits straight from Pendleton markets.

I

t

Personal Note:
I want to announce that due to
the arriving of SPRING, the days
are getting longer .. . Summer can't
be far behind, the weather is good
and I like TENNIS so it will be necessary to close this place of business every day at NOON till further
notice, so that I can get in some
Tennis. Do your shopping before
reveille.
Hook Sloan.
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Man Of The Hour-

PAGE FOIVE.

He LostHIsFants-

Right By Bunches; Do It!-

KLEMSON* KRACKED PtATOOX is shown above whipping into shape for a quick skirmish.
Note the skirmish.

sj^

TOM LAAA'TOX OX GUARD DUTY

Rats■■*

■

AXD THIS ISX'T A SKIX GAME. The man in the .barrel isn't
one of Hoot Gibson's victims nor a member of Garrick's bridge
club. It's just a plain old fire and the fellow in the barrel lost his
pants. Xote the fireman. He looks like Barney Marchall or somebody else who loves Tenny Bebe.

$*

New Barracks Completed-

The Education Vehicle-

THE EDUCATION BOYS studying practice teaching conduct classes of little boys and girls in
neighboring towns and communities. "Our students ride to and from the classes in the most modern
of vehicles. AYe stress comfort,'^ says Dean George AVashington of the education school. Note the
driver.

s AJ5\

CliEMSOX'S NEW $2,000,000 BARRACKS, built to house three boy scout squads and eight units
of cavalry! was completed last week. The modern unit contains such up-to-date facilities as windows, door-knobs, and two separate rooms. Notethe sunken bath tub.

_J
Bill Alexander

Doing Some Fancy Signing-

"That joke is swful, Prof. Gee." The Scabbard and Bleed at work.

You're wrong; this isn't a picture of or by Bunny Uee. It's
a mouse, not a rat.

The Villain—

DR. SIKES IS up there doing some signing, but we couldn't find out what. It couldn't be an
action taken by the senior class; the senior class hasn't done anything. And it couldn't be the Articles
of confederation 'cause Rivenbark is there. Note Colonel Reeks' grin.

Then And Now — A Half-Century Of Progress-

THE ONE ABOAE is his caption and the one bleow is the
man himself, Oscar. Now what
er you gouna do about it?
Xote the notes coming from Sergeant Major, stooge for Covington, Tad Shell's juke organ.
Oscar likes music.

From a QUEENS Girl To A CLEMSON Cadet
nd you'll never catch Hetty chewing her cud
Hetty the Heffer, I tell you right now,
To the casual observer,
Is anything else but a common-place cow
Hetty's expression is slightly bovine
• She seems quite contented,
But Hetty is actually very tormented.
But Hetty's eyelashes are simple dee-vine.
She doesn't yearn for the gay social whirl,
Hetty has style, and was born with a flair
For taking the Blu Ribbon prize at the Fair Hetty just wants to be—
She wouldn't step into the water or mud
Ferdinand's girl! !

Hops Vats In Action-

THE ORIGIXAL C A I) "STAFF CAR," used Ivy Clemson's first
C D A ring and the fleet of fast 1939 models ovreSnd by the^present
association-. "AYe keep^ abreast of the times vfUth a limousire for ea
te the new overdrive and rear wheel kne^r action.

cn

- CLEMSOX'S XEAV BREAYERY, located in the basement of the
YMCA and operated under the direction of Mr. P. 3. Holtzendorff,
has a capacity of several gallons a day. Members of the institution have the same capacity and a good time is had by all.

member and confederate. says Ellergic Johnston, entrepeneur. Xo

V

TIGER

There's One Born
Every Minute!

All The Fools
Ain't Dead Yet!
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CharlestoniansTo Lead HoleCorps In May Dance
Well Celebrate
On April 27 And
That's That That
MAY DANCE SLATED '
FOR APRIL 27, SAYS
4

The entire college staff-'and student body of 21 00 gay-clad
cadets anxiously await the presentation of another gala May
Day festival to be held on the Clemson Campus April 27. Authorities realize that April 27 is not May Day, but a precedent
has been set by the TIGER RAG in putting out the April Fool
edition on March 28, so what the hell, they say.
The festival is sponsored by the students themselves. The
faculty refused to cooperate and the only outside help is coming from a few WPA workers who'
happened to be lying about the
campus at the time.
Program For Day
Program for the day includes
numbers by the Klemson Klee
Klub, clad in pastel uniforms to
resemble gay little dwarfs, (Geo.
Wrecks in charge).. Colonel Reeks
has promised that the band may
wear cite and hang around to
pick up any cigarette ducks and
vacant spots and fill in the program where it lacks. As the program gets under way Captain
Harcombe has promised to supply
the mob with plenty of his statewide punce for refreshments.
Hie!
At the close of the gay festivities, the crowd will move fen masse
to the lawn of the Calhoun Mansion where the local chapter of j
the brotherhood of U D C will j
welcome them with open arms and j
a cocktail party. Five thousand
sets of bookends will be furnished j
for visitors and for cadets to
throw from barracks windows at!
passers-by when there's nothing
else to do on Sunday afternoons
Ain't he lovely. We think so,
ad the water is cut off.
and he's from Charleston. May
Schedule
Queen Maniac Kerrison is his
Doings for the day will begin name. He'll rain on April 2.
at Reveille with breakfast in bed
and a hangover from the night before. In line with the custom of
putting everything new on the ing. Maroney finally hogged the
campus between the laundry and leading role of Pappa Tell.
Cochran will be the apple benew barracks, a grad-stand suitable for seating crowds such as cause the son must be half shot
turned out for the last glee club it sunrise, and Parker insists on
concert will be erected between Making this role because of his
the new barracks and said laun- experience. Work has already bedry. Standing room will be fur- gun in search o| a suitable bownished in the hog lots down tow- string. All the cats around the
campus have gone into the tennis
ards the Seneca River.
Mr. Dave "Watson has attended racquet.
Costumes
to the matter of re-greening the
Costumes will be furnished engrass on Hotel Hill for the occatirely free for the occasion by
sion.
Hoke Sloan, who has never failed
May Queen
After much politics and cam- to show his interest in student
paigning, holding of meetings and activities, his latest act of grace
hands, Maniac Kerrison finally being v to outfit Soph Sloan in a
come through with flying colors bright pea-green outfit with everyas undisputed Queen of the May, thing but tails.
A few straight pins and other
(This selection was made by reT
commendation of the cadet of- odd equipment will be purchased
ficers and approval of the Com- from Judge Keller.
mandant and President).
It is reported from usually re- BABY CONTEST
liable sources that the Maniac has WILL BE HELD
ordered boots and spurs and left
A beautiful baby contest will
instructions for his favorite "rat"
to awaken him early on the morn- be held April first in the chapel
under the auspices of the Block
ing of the great event.
C Club. A child wi^l be entered
Agenda
from each company.
The May Court will gather proFrom company D-l, Cuddles
tectingly around >the throne of Ma Willis will be entered. Lacy (tootKerrison clad in flimsy white sie) Corbett is the pride of comflowing stuff and do a strip-tease pany B-l. These two are the favothat will rival "Miss America." rites for the contest. Cuddles is
The poor darlings have worked favored at three to one odds to
hard and long so the program win the title from baby Lacy.
will come off without a hitch.
At intermission, the stage will
be cleared with shovels and a note
will be sounded on somebody's
At this point the program will
be taken over by Cad Shell and
his troop of bar tenders. These
gay young blades are all members
of the Central Dancing Club and
figure that they deserve more
cash than credit.
"All students who have taken
advantage of our exclusive dancing classes may wear butterfly
wings for the occassion," says
Shell.
There is no doubt in the minds
of the corps" that every last one
of these little butterflies is an
experienced jitterbug at heart,
and there is quite a bit of suspicion that the little devils may
break down in the middle of the
act wkh a one, two, JIVE. Someone will pull out a mouth organ,
and we shall see what we shall

Queeney-

Damsels In Distress-

A NOUNCEMENT tSweet Pota Taps for j Alpha Chi Psi RingstersTops Bull, Sez

Thee members of thee TIGER
staf wishe two announse ihtt
this* isser uf tha publikashun
iss fieee fruni eny errors orr
mistak whasaever!
Tha execkutive borde «£ tha
papur wishhes two thanke awl
uf tha menu own tha staf fur
hending inn there materiul free
from errors.
Two prove thet tha abov
iss troo. The TIGERR whill present t soben tickuts tow tha
showe downnat tha Why two
anyone finden end reporting eny
errors.
Sined: (tha manageinunt).

Working in cooperation with j
Dr. J. Blosson Edmonds, Clemson |
sweet potato wizard, Buttercup
Enterprise Wright,' Central Dance i
Association Flower Scalper, an-1
nounced today that the official ;
flower for the annual Taps Ball j
will be sweet potato blossoms.
Buttercups, as usual, has completely cornered the market, it
is reported, and all orders for
corsages must be placed with him
in room 325 before Spring holidays.
In his official statement, which,
was releasted to the press today,
Wright said, "In keeping with
our usual policy of keeping the
Clemson dances different, we have
decided that the official flower
of the Taps Ball will be sweet
potato blossoms. It is only through
the ingenious efforts of Dr. EdBilly Mappus .considered the monds that we are able tc? adopt
cutest* caydet on the campus, will the sweet potato flower for this
at last see his childhood dream dance series. He is the first man
realized next week when he plans who has ever produced potato
to get his asthetic dancing class blossoms on a commercial scale,
started. Billy has always wanted and it is fitting that his discovery
to follow the Terpsicorian lhter- should be used fii-3t at Clemson."
Although Dr. Edmonds has kept
preations of asthetic dancing, and
for the past few months he has his activities closely guarded, reliable sources informed The TIGbeen making arrangements.
TRAIX1XG GROUP FOR RACKETEERS, the Alpha Chi Psi membership, outlawed on the Furman
His present plan is to conduct ER today that more than 500 po- campiis. is shown moving in on Clemson. Colonel Weeks had only this to say, "Welcome." Note
classes each day that the corps tato plants in the Clemson green- the Colonel.
m
does not drill, these classes to be house arein full bloom, and more
held on Bowman field. Says Map- are being induced to bloom for
pus, "I do hope a goodly throng the special Potato Parade in the
Yea—Brothers
The Engineers Are Happy
will be on hand at the first meet- field house April 22.
ing of the class next Monday,
Parson Roy Pearce, whose faAll the boys who slave In the
weather permitting. I have put a
ther
is a business man, will forengineering
building
are
happy.
great deal of work into this prosake the pulpit.
ject and I think it will be just
Dean Samuel Broadus Early
peachy, don't you?"
"I don't wanna make an honest
promised this morning that he'll
\mong those who are expected
livin'," says Pearce.
never
again
pick
his
ears.
"I'll
to be the first to turn out for
He will attend Carolina law
pick something else, maybe
such a worthy affair are Gene
Cadets at Clemson are under dames."
school.
Flathmann, Tom Moorer, and Tiny great
strain at present- because
Grayson. Grayson has been quoted they learned
of the murder of
as saying that he has always one of the Tiger's
leading reportJOURNALIST HELD
longed for such an opportunity, ers. The victim of the
was Warden Sees Red
Sweeney Causes Stir
but he positively won't dance un- Oscar, who was last outrage
seen
alive
A
late
afternoon report stated
less Bozard will be his partner, about two weeks before the last
All was astir in barracks this
Dr. Jimmle Warden, the man that Simmons, of The TIGER, had
an dhere comes the rub, because issue of the Tiger was published.
morning.
who
holds
economic
lectures
in
been,
arrested
on
a
warrant
signed
the latter is playing Spring footIt is reported that' Oscar had the library, is a communist.
President Jimmie Olafant
by Dr. Ivan Sippinscotch, for inball at the present and just can't
get away. Anyway we are all received several threats on his
citing revolt. In an exclusive inter- Sweeney of the senior class who
And
we
don't
care
whether
you
watching with interest Billy's life after some of his infamous believe it or not.
view Dr. Sippinscotch said, "If is also head of the senior council
splendid work, and we hope that statements had been published.
nobody else would, Simmons got up early and said, "I got an
It
appears
that
some
of
his
cracks
He
wore
a
red
tire
yesterday.
he doesn't get the hot foot.
would."
idea."
which were made at leading members of the cadet corps were a
little more serious than was
thought at the time of publication.
The Cadet Military Department
Staff said that some of their best
intelligence men have been put en
Contrary to rumors that have the case. The intelligence departcirculated about the barracks for ment, whose men are known only
several weeks, Captain Fred Dun- by numbers or letters, Is supposed
I own both the Mugg stores on this Kollege Kampus so you can't win.
lap, of-'the Class of '34, '35, '36, to be-composed of the most effi'37. '38, and '39, will not retire cient officers in "the Cadet CorpS(.
Pickens S. McCullum.
from the Central Dance AssociaDetails of the tragedy have
tion this spring.
not been learned yet because of
Head Guy.
Said Dunlap when asked wheth- the close guard kept over the
er or not he would retire, "I feel body. From pictures and reports
a4 well as I did when I was six- come the statement that the body
teen. I see no reason why I should shows no marks of violence or
not be good for at least ten years agony. A warning note found on
more."
the body stated that it would be
Although the'army would not best for some of the other membe, quoted on the issue, it is re- bers of the Tiger Staff to watch
ported from reliable sources that their steps. The note was apCaptain Dunlap is gunning for a parently referring to little Bosco.
Lieutenant Colonel next year.
The crime is supposed to have
The only thing that can keep been committed by one or more
Dunlap away from Clemson next people at a time established as
DRINKING WATER
BLANK CHECKS
year is the Federal Bureau of In- between Monday, March 4, and
vestigation. The G-Men are grad- Thursday, April 6. It is one of
STRAWS
CALENDERS
ually, pinning him doWn for an in- the most ghastly crimes that has
come tax rap, it is reported, and happened at Clemson College in'
NAPKINS
YOUR WEIGHT
the developments of this case will the last sixty years.
determine the course of the CapFuneral arrangements have not
tain next year. Said the Captain, yet been announced, but it is exDon't forget to loaf a while, get in the way, and read all our magazines
"Even if they send me up for a pected that they will be completed
couple of years they can't stop in the near future, as Oscar's
*■ before going back to Barracks.
me. No CDA man can ever say many friends have been wanting
"done." I will organize a dance to get rid of him for a long time
associatio nat Alcatraz."
NOTICE:
now.
All Cadets who owe "DOC" for the check he is holding on the
fun they have already had, can sleep tonight in peace. "DOC" MAC
is happy to announce that all the checks he is holding will be cancelled on April 1st and the slate will be wiped klean.

Miss Mappus
To Dance

Murder Mystery
Brought To Light

Dunlap Resign?
Never! Says

<J/ieL. C. ^Martini^YLugcj Otore

SPECIAL SPECIALS FOR THIS WEEK!!!

Where Citadel Students Come From—Norch

!318FFS'39

Day's Theme
Raymond Cochrah, in charge of
the program, says that his staff
of able assistants, including Popeye Parker, Billy Coleman, Charles Bailes, J. P. Maroney, and
Bob Fickling, have worked out a -THESE YOUNG LOVELIES
theme for the day that is just were left over at the field house
"simplv ducky." "It surpasses the
ADVENTURES 0 F WILLIAM after the Athletic Ball. We don'r
HELL, who shot an apple into know who they are but Shad
the air and it fell to earth gosh Bryant and Scotia DeLoache
knows where," (Editor's note: We may know. Xote their dresses—
quote the Mad Raymord).
After much fussing, and fum- they haven't washed in days.

Go straight to Bill Alexander now
This young lady has been using
our "out of sight" vanishing cream
for years now, and no a siijgle
complaint . . . nor has she vanis
yet.

WE HAVE !i

and ask for our handy vest pocket
size of "Life-Boy" or "Life-Goil"
soap to suit your ready needs.

FOUNTAIN.

\

